*NEW CHINESE REPORT HAS BEEN PUBLISHED*

**Chinese Offshore Wind Report (Chinese Language)**

With 10+ years of researching experience in the global offshore wind industry, 4C has identified the market opportunities in China over the next decade, including,

- 2021-2025 Provincial Market Overlook
- Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE)
- Subsidy-Free Pathway and Technological Trend
- Industry Structure and Business Opportunities Identification

The **Greater China Team (GCT)** is a 4C taskforce offering Chinese-language offshore wind intelligence and market consultancy services.

Contact us to understand how we can support you.
https://www.4coffshore.com/contact.aspx
CONTENT

Market Status and Overview 2025
- Background
- Market capacity
- Market development
- Subsidies
- Competitive allocation
- Market Outlook 2025

Technology trends and challenges
- Large-scale turbines
- Sweeping area per unit power
- Challenges of large-scale turbines
- List of existing wind turbine installation vessels (complete lifting parameters)
- Floating technology
- Operation and maintenance strategy

Ways and Challenges of Parity
- Total cost expenditure
- CAPEX
- LCOE
- Power generation cost model
- Outlook 2025
- Methods and challenges of cost reduction

Project development
- Wind farm composition
- Project Life Cycle
- Development model

Market shares
- Ownerships
- Turbine manufacturers
- Turbine installers
- Foundation installers
- Cable manufacturers
- Cable installers
4C Offshore is an independent marine energy consultancy. We offer market intelligence for offshore wind and provide subsea cable consultancy to bring projects to fruition.

**MARKET CONSULTANCY**
We will provide you with clear and comprehensive bespoke reports using experience, technical knowledge, exclusive contacts and access to 4C’s extensive databases.

4C’s clients include;

More information of 4C’s offerings: https://www.4coffshore.com/

**SUBSCRIPTIONS**
We offer subscription based market intelligence services, including reports, databases and analytical tools, to help you and your business stay informed.
- Offshore Wind Farms
- Wind Turbines
- Wind Farm Service Vessels
- Construction & Maintenance Vessels
- Subsea Cables & Grid

**CABLE CONSULTANCY**
We can advise and support you with your planning, technical, legal, commercial and insurance issues, regarding submarine cables and subsea pipeline projects for power transmission (not limited to offshore wind).
Contact us to understand how 4C’s Greater China Team can support you

Mocca Gong, Market Researcher
Direct +44 (0)1502 273192 ; +44 (0)7421 827528
Email mocca.gongyiping@4coffshore.net
LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/mocca-gong-57204a1bb/